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ON THE OBLIQUE DERIVATIVE PROBLEM FOR
DIFFUSION PROCESSES AND DIFFUSION EQUATIONS WITH

HOLDER CONTINUOUS COEFFICIENTS

MASAAKI TSUCHIYA

Abstract. On a C2 -domain in a Euclidean space, we consider the oblique

derivative problem for a diffusion equation and assume the coefficients of the

diffusion and boundary operators are Holder continuous. We then prove the

uniqueness of diffusion processes and fundamental solutions corresponding to

the problem. For the purpose, obtaining a stochastic representation of some so-

lutions to the problem plays a key role; in our situation, a difficulty arises from

the absence of a fundamental solution with C2-smoothness up to the boundary.

It is overcome by showing some stability of a fundamental solution and a dif-

fusion process, respectively, under approximation of the domain. In particular,

the stability of the fundamental solution is verified through construction: it is

done by applying the parametrix method twice to a parametrix with explicit

expression.

1. Introduction

Diffusion processes with boundary conditions on smooth domains in a Eu-

clidean space or a manifold have been constructed by several methods or in

several frameworks: by analytic methods (cf. [3], [24], [29], [30]), by using

stochastic differential equations (cf. [16], [26], [35], [21], [22]), in the martingale
formulation (cf. [28], [1], [20], [15]) and by means of Poisson point processes
of Brownian excursions (cf. [36], [31]). In the case of not necessarily smooth
domains, the Skorohod problem approach is useful for constructing diffusion

processes with reflection (cf. [32], [19], [9], [23], [5], [6], [4], [7]). In particular,

we refer to [4] for a general existence result of such diffusion processes and to

[5], [6], [7] which have a close relationship to the subject of the present paper.

In this paper, we shall focus on diffusion processes with oblique reflection

on smooth domains and treat them in the martingale formulation (see [28],

[15]). Such a process on a C2-domain D in the Euclidean (/-space Rd is

expected to be characterized by a second-order parabolic differential operator

sf on [0, oo) x D and a first-order differential operator 38 on [0, oo) x dD:
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1      d

srf = sf(s, x; ds, dx) := d/ds + = zZ a'j(s > x)d2/dXjdXj
t.j=i

d

+ '£/bi(s, x)d/dx{ + c(s, x),
1=1

d

& = 3S[s,x;dx):=Y^ Pi(s> x)d/dxt + y(s, x).
i=l

Throughout this paper, we assume that the coefficients of sf and 38 are

bounded, the matrix (atj(s, x)) is symmetric, and c(s, x) and y(s,x) are
nonpositive. Moreover we assume s/ and 38 are nondegenerate: the diffusion

matrix a(s, x) = (0,7(5, x)) is positive definite and the vector field (l(s, x) -
(0i(s, x)) is in the inward direction. Let

S? = S?(s, x; ds, dx) := 1d(x)j*(s,x;ds,dx) + ldD(x)38(s,x;dx),

where lA(x) denotes the indicator of a set A. Under Holder continuity of

ajj(s, x) and Bt(s, x), we first prove the uniqueness of solutions to the mar-

tingale problem and the coupled martinagle problem for 2C with c = y — 0

(Theorem 2.5), and next prove the uniqueness of fundamental solutions to the
terminal value problem for Sf = 0 (Theorem 2.8).

Our key tool for proving the first result is some stability of a fundamental

solution to the terminal value problem for SC = 0 on the upper half space

under approximation of the domain (see Theorem 4.1); restricting the domain

to the upper half space does not lose the generality because the localization
argument can be applied (see [28]). Although the authors of [2] and [12] have

constructed fundamental solutions on general domains, it is hard to verify the
stability through the construction of the fundamental solutions. Hence we give

another way of constructing a fundamental solution on the upper half space.

The uniqueness of solutions to the coupled martingale problem is used to obtain
the second result.

The main results (Theorems 2.5 and 2.8) are stated in §2. Section 3 is de-

voted to the construction of a fundamental solution on the upper half space

(see Theorem 3.3). In §4, we discuss the stability of the fundamental solution

constructed in §3 (see Theorem 4.1). In §5, we prove Theorems 2.5 and 2.8.

We give some additional remarks in §6.

2. The statement of the main results

First we shall give some notation and definitions used later. We call a function
$ 6 Cl(Rd) a defining function of an open set D in Rd if D = {x: O(x) >
0}, 3D = {x: <D(x) = 0} and |VO(x)| > 1 for x£dD.

Now we define the martingale problem for So, where -So = IdMi + IdD&o

denotes the operator £f with c = y = 0. When we consider the martingale

problem, we assume that the domain D has a defining function <J>. Let W =

C([0, 00) — Rd) and, for w £ W, let X(t, w) = w(t). Denote by Wt* the
CT-field generated by X(u) (s < u < t) and let W = W£. Moreover, we set

W:=C([0,oo)^D).
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Definition 2.1. We say that a probability measure P on (W, ^")_is a solution

to the martingale problem for 2o starting at (s, x) (s >0, x £ D) if

(i)  P{X(s) = x) = l;

(ii) P(i*o = i;
(iii) there exists a {^x}-adapted continuous increasing process {l(t)} such

that

Ep[l(t)] < +00   for any t > s,

l(t) = j laD(X(u)) dl(u)   for any t > s (P-a.s.),

and for every / 6 C^'2([0, oo) x 75)

Mf(t) := f(t, X(t)) - f(s, X(s)) - J s/0f(u, X(u)) du

- [<%of(u,X(u))dl(u)
Js

is a P-martingale with respect to the filtration {Wts} .

The equivalence between the martingale problem and the submartingale prob-

lem for S?o is obtained by Theorem 2.4 of [28] and Theorem 1.2 of [15]. That
is, the following holds.

Proposition 2.2. Assume that for some S > 0

0(s, x) • V*(jc) > S   for all (s, x) £ [0, oo) x 3D.

Then a probability measure P on (W, W)  is a solution to the martingale

problem for .26 if and only if P is a solution to the submartingale problem for

.So-

Next we consider the coupled martingale problem for So ■ Let

V = C([0, oo)^R)

and U = W x V. Assume that W, V and U each are equipped with the

locally uniform convergence topology. For v £ V, set L(t, v) :— v(t). Denote

by %s the <T-field generated by (X(u), L(u)) (s<u<t) and let # = $&£ . If

we set V = {L £ V: Lis increasing} , V is a closed subset of V.

Definition 2.3. We say that a probability measure P on (U, %) is a solution

to the coupled martingale problem for .26 starting at (s, x) (s >0, x £ D) if

(i)   P(X(s) = x, L(s) = 0) = I;

(ii)   P(W x V) = 1;

(iii)   Ep[L(t)] < +00 for any t > s,

L(t) = j   l9D(X(u)) dL(u)   for any t > s (P-a.s.),
Js

and for every / e Cxb '2([0, oo) x 75)

Mf(t) :=/(/, X(t)) - f(s, X(s)) -js*of(u, X(u)) du -J <%0f(u, X(u)) dL(u)

is a P-martingale with respect to the filtration {%s} .
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As described in Remark 1 in [15], we have

Proposition 2.4. If P js a solution to the martingale problem for .26, then the

probability measure P on (U, %) induced by the process {X(t), l(t)} is a

solution to the coupled martingale problem for .26.

We set the following assumption for the coefficients of 3? .

(A-l) (i) a,j (i, j = 1, 2, ... , d) are bounded (a/2, a)-H61der continuous

real functions defined on [0, oo) x D, and bt (i = 1, 2, ... , d) and c are

bounded continuous real functions defined on [0, oo) x D.

(ii) a(s, x) is positive definite for each (5, x) £ [0, 00) x D.

(iii) Pi (i — 1, 2, ... , d) are bounded (a/2, a)-H61der continuous real

functions defined on [0, 00) x 3D, and y is a bounded continuous function

defined on [0, 00) x 3D.

(iv) There exists a positive constant S such that

0{s,x)-\7Q(x) >S   for(s,x)£[0, 00) x 3D.

Here a function f(s, x) defined on [0, 00) x D (resp. [0, 00) x 3D) is called

(a/2, a)-H61der continuous (0 < a < 1) if there exists a positive constant K

such that

\f(X, s) - f(S', x')\ <K{\S - *r/2 +1* - x'n
for every (s, x), (s', x') £ [0, 00) x D (resp.  [0, 00) x 3D).

The first main result is

Theorem 2.5. Under the assumption (A-l), the martingale problem and the cou-

pled martingale problem for .26 each have a unique solution for any starting

point (s, x) £ [0, 00) x D. Furthermore the diffusion process defined by the

solutions to the martingale problem has a transition density.

Next we state the notion of a fundamental solution to the terminal value
problem for J? = 0.

Definition 2.6. Let D be a C2-domain. A function p(s, x; t, y) (0 < s <

t; x, y £ D) is called a fundamental solution to the terminal value problem for

5f(s,x;3s,3x) = 0 if

(i)   p(s,x;t,y) is measurable;

(ii) for each t > 0 and y £ D

P(-,-; t,y) £ C'-2([0, t) x D)nC°''([0, 0 x 75)

and
£?(s, x; 3S, 3x)p(s ,x;t,y) = 0   for (s, x) £ [0, t) x D;

(iii) for each t > 0 and e > 0

sup    _ _\p(s, x; t, y)\dy <+00,
(s,x)€[0,t)xDJD

sup      _ I \3xp(s,x;t,y)\dy <+00,
{s,x)e[0,t-e)xDJD

sup j_ \3sm3^p(s ,x;t,y)\dy<+00
(x,s)e[0,t-e)xDt->D

provided 2m + n = 2, where De = {x £ D: d(x, 3D) > e} ;
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(iv) for every f £ Ci,(D)

lim / p(s,x;t, y)f(y)dy = f(x)   for x £ D.
'V Jd

Remark. It is clear that each Green's function constructed in [2] and [12] be-

comes a fundamental solution in the sense of Definition 2.6.

We impose an assumption on the domain D.
(A-2) Each of the connected components of the boundary is a C2-hypersur-

face, and the domain D satisfies a uniform interior sphere condition and a

uniform exterior sphere condition, that is, there exists a positive constant r
such that for each x £ 3D we can find two balls Bx and B2 satisfying the

conditions:
(1) the radius of Bt is greater then r (i = 1, 2);
(2) By <zDc and B2 c D;

(3) Bx n D = {x} and B2 n Dc = {x} .

Remark. Assuming both the uniform sphere conditions is equivalent to doing

the existence of a tubular neighborhood of the boundary with uniform thickness.

If the boundary 3D is compact and each of its connected components is a

C2-hypersurface, then the domain D automatically satisfies both the uniform

sphere conditions.

Proposition 2.7. Assume that the domain D satisfies the assumption (A-2). Then

D has a defining function O with |VO(x)| = 1 for every x £ 3D.

Proof. Let r be the constant which appears in the condition (A-2). Define

(d(x,3D)      forx£D,

0 for x£ 3D,

-d(x, 3D)   for x £ Dc.

Then, from the proof of the result of [13, Appendix] or [14, Appendix B], it

follows that O0 is of C2-class in {x £ Rd: d(x, 3D) < r), the derivatives

up to the second order are bounded near the boundary 3D and |V<J>o(x)| = 1
for every x £ 3D. Using a partition of unity, we can construct the desired

function <J>.   □

The second main result is

Theorem 2.8. Suppose that (A-l) and (A-2) are satisfied. Then for any funda-

mental solution p(s, x; t, y) the following equalities hold:

_p(s,x; t,y)f(y)dy
Jd

= EStX f(X(t))expU c(u,X(u))du + J'y(u,X(u))dL(u)\\

= EStX  f(X(t)) exp U' c(u, X(u))du + J' y(u, X(u)) dl(u)X\
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for every f £ Q(7)), where EStX (resp. Es>x) denotes the expectation with re-

spect to the unique solution Psx (resp. Ps,x) to the coupled martingale problem

(resp. the martingale problem) for .26 starting at (s, x) £ [0, oo) x D.

Remark. If we further assume that p(s,x;t,-) is continuous, then p(s,x;t,y)

is uniquely determined and nonnegative.

Corollary. Given t > 0, let u(s, x) £ Cb([0, t] x D) n C%'1([0, t-e]xD)n

C'2([0, 0 x D) for each e > 0 and

£?(s ,x;3s, 3x)u(s, x) = 0   for (s,x)£[0,t)x D.

Then u(s, x) has the representation

u(s, x) =   _p(s ,x;t, y)u(t, y) dy       ((s, x) e [0, t] x D),
Jd

provided a fundamental solution p(s, x; t, y) exists.

3. Construction of a fundamental solution on the upper half space

In this section, we take D and 38 as in the form:

D = {x = (x,, ... ,xd): xd >0},

d-l

& = 38(s,x;3x) = 3/3u(s, x) + ^pt(s, x)3/dXi + y(s, x),
i=i

where 3/3v(s,x) = \Yfj=xadj(s, x)3/dXj is the conormal derivative with

respect to the operator stf .
Throughout this section, we assume the following conditions:

(A-l') (i) aij, bj and c are bounded (a/2, a)-H611der continuous real

functions defined on [0, oo) x D;

(ii) (aij(s, x)) is uniformly positive definite;
(iii) pj and y are bounded (a/2, a)-H61der continuous real functions on

[0,oo)xdD.
1 ° . First we give a parametrix to the terminal value problem for the equation

Sf = 0 and investigate its property. For x > 0 and n £ D, let

_     _ i    d

sf =s^(x,n; 3S, 3x):=3/3s + - £ atj(x, n)32/dxidx1■■,

_      _ d-\

38=38(x,r\; 3X) = 3/3v(x, i/)-rX>(T, r\)3/3xi,
(=i

where 3/3i>(x, n) = \ Y?j=x adj(*, iW/dxj. Furthermore let

<?=&{?, n; 3S, 3X) =:= lD(x)tf~(x, n; 3S, 3X) + ldD(x)38(x, n;3x).

We call the fundamental solution pT • i(s, x; t, y) to the terminal value problem

for ^ = 0a parametrix to the terminal value problem for 21 = 0.
Before giving the precise expression of pT'n(s, x; t, y), we shall introduce

some notation. Let S = (stj(x, n)) be the symmetric positive square root of
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(atj(x, n)) and Si — Si(x, n) the ith column vector of S (i = 1,2, ... , d).

Construct an orthonormal system {td, td_x, ... , tx} from {sd , sd_x, ... , sx}
by the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization and set T := (tx, t2, ... , td). If we

set U — ST, then U = (utj) has the following form:

U=\U    ud
0    udd J '

where U is a (d - 1) x (d - l)-matrix and

u   _ [ "</ud -
\_udd.

is the dth column vector of U . Note that m,; = «,7(t , n) (i, j = 1,2, ... , d)

are bounded (a/2, a)-H61der continuous in (x, n), U is nonsingular and

udd = yJadd(x, n) > 0 • Define three (d - l)-column vectors p, p' and p" as

follows:

p = p(x, n):=(pi(x, //)),

p' = jl'(x, n) := (/z,(t, n) + \adi(x, >y)),

p" = A"(t, //) := 2add(x, n)-lp'(x, n).

To simplify typography, henceforth, we shall assume that a point of Rd or
Rd~x is indicated as a row vector, but in the matrix multiplication it acts as a

column vector.
Let g(t, u) be the one-dimensional Gauss kernel, that is,

g(t,u) = (2ntyx'2expl~\.

Define

h(t,u):=-fu(t,u),
d-\

G(t,x):= l[g(t,Xi),
i=\

where x = (xx, x2, ... , xd-X) £ Rd~x ■

Then the parametrix px'n(s, x; t, y) is given by

px>i(s, x; t,y)=p\'n(s, x;t, y) + p\'n\s, x; t,y),

where

p\'n(s,x; t,y):=G(t-s, U~x(x -y - u~d\(xd -yd)ud))

x{g(t-s,u^x(xd-yd))-g(t-s,u-x(xd + yd))}detS-x,

px2'r<(s,x;t,y):=2ud-d /    G(t -s, U~x(x -y - u~dxd(xd -yd + l)ud + lp"))
Jo

x h(t-s, u~d(xd +yd + l))detS~x dl,

where x - (xx, x2, ... , xd) = (x, xd) (see [33] for derivation of the explicit

formula for the parametrix). Of course, U = U(x, n), ud — ud(x, r\), udd =
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«</«/(*, n),S = S(x, r\) and p" =_p"(x, n). Then pz-i(s, x; t, y) > 0 and,

for each x > 0, t > 0 and n, y e D,

■&(t, n\ ds,dx)p''"(s,x;t,y) = 0       ((5, x) € [0, OxB),

[_pr>i(s,x;t,y)dy= 1,

and further we have the following estimates. In the following, by a(dn) we

mean the surface element on 3D, that is, o(dn) = di)So(dnd) (n = (r), nd)).

Proposition 3.1. For nonnegative integers m,n, there exist positive constants K
and C such that

(i)        \dsm3^pT'"(s,x; t, y)\ < K(t - s)-(d+2m+"V2exp i-C^ ~_y\  }

for x > 0, 0 < s < t and n, x, y £ D;

(ii)
\dW>"(s,x;t,y)-dW-«(s,x';t,y)\

< K\x - x'\(t - 5)-<^+')/2 [exp |-C^^| + expLcWtlyf\

for x > 0, 0 < s < t and n, x, x', y £ D;

(iii) \dsmdW<Hs, x; t,y)-dsm3^'r>(s,x;t,y)\

< K\t - n\a(t - s)-(d+2m+"V2exp {-C1*"^2}

for x > 0, 0 < s < t and <j, n, x, y £ D;

(iv) \[ 3sm3x'pT>i(s,x;x,n)dn < K(x - s)-(2m+n-«)/2
\Jd

for x > 0, 0 < s < x and x £ D provided 2m + n > 1;

(v) 1/   ^(s,x;x,r1)a(dr1) <K(x-srl2-xexp\-C-^-\
\JdD    axj ^ T-5J

for I < j <d - I,  t>0, 0<5<t and x £ D;

(vi) /    J^-(s,x;x,n)o(dn) <K(x-sy'2-x
\JdD  °xd

for t > 0, 0<5<t aw/ x£dD.

Remark. The constant C in Proposition 3.1 depends only on the bound of the

eigenvalues of the diffusion matrix (ajj(s, x)). Therefore, the constants C in

Theorems 3.3 and 4.1 below have the same dependency.

For the proof of Proposition 3.1, we need the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.2. Let S :— jx" - udd ud . Then, for e > 0, there exist positive constants

K and C such that

(3.1)
f°°      f_ \U-}(x-y-udld(xd -yd)ud + IS)\2 + \udx(xd+yd +1)\2\

Jo   eXPl   £ 2(t-s) }di

<K(t-s)xl2exp\-C^yf^

for x > 0, 0 <s < t and r\, x, y £ D.

Proof. For simplicity, we set e = 1 and let

£ := x -y - udd-(xd - yd)ud.

If we make the substitution p - udd(xd + yd + l)/y/t-s, then the left-hand
side of (3.1), say 7, is given by

n—r    I mi - (xd+yd)S)\2 + \u-dxdy/r^Sp~s\2 + « - s)P2 \ A
UddVt^s^  expj-^-jdp,

where po = udd(xd +yd)y/t - s. We define

W :— UU* (the symbol * denotes the transposition of matrix),

a:={(l+ji2ddW-xS-S)/2}x'2,

X := {uddW~x(i - (xd + yd)S) ■ S}/{2ay/T^~s},

k := [W-x0? - (xd + yd)S) • (| - (xd + yd)S)/{2(t - 5)}]1/2.

Then

[\U-\Z - (xd + yd)S)\2 + \UddVT=SpS\2 + (t- s)p2]/{2(t - s)}

= (ap + X)2-X2 + K2.

Therefore, if we make the substitution 6 = ap + X and define X '•— Po + X, then

I = a~xu^y/T^sexp(X2 - k2) I    exp(-62)dd.

First we consider the case / > 0. Then the inequality

/    exp(-02)(70<exp(-;r2)
Jx

implies

7 < a~xuddy/t - sexp(X2 - k2 - x2)-

Now

X2-K2-x2 = {W-xc]-cl+u-d2(xd+yd)2}l(2(t-s)}

> {W-Xcl• i + ud2(xd -yd)2}/{2(t - s)}

= \U-x(x-y)\2/{2(t-s)}

= \S-x(x-y)\2/{2(t-s)}

>C\x-y\2/(t-s)
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for some positive constant C ; hence

7 < a~xuddy/T^s:expl-c\X~_y\ |.

Next we consider the case x < 0. Note that

X<0   iff    -Wc\.S>u-2d(xd + yd).

On the other hand,

X2-k2= -{Aa2(t-s)}-x[W-xcl.cl + {-2(xd+yd)W-xt]-S}

+ u2dd{(W-xc] • c])(W-xS ■ S) - (W~xtl • (5)2} + (xd + yd)2W~xS ■ <5]

< -{4a2(f-5)}-1{^-1^<! + ^(^+y,)2}

< -C|x-y|2/(f-s)

for some positive constant C; here, for simplicity, we use the same letter C as

above. Hence

I <a-xuddy/T^s~expl-c\X~_y\  \ f    exp(-62)dd

= yfna~xuddy/t -sexp< -C--— >.
I t-s   J

Consequently we complete the proof.   □

Proof of Proposition 3.1. In the proof, we consider that each of the letters K

and C may denote different constants in different places.

(i) For simplicity, we only treat the case m = n = 0. We first observe that

0<pTx'"(s,x; t,y)<G(t-s, U~x(x -y - u'dxd(xd -yd)ud))

x g(t-s, udd(xd -yd))detS~x

<K(t- s)-d'2exp {- \V~l(*-y- udd(xd ~yd)ud\2 + \udx(xd +yd)\21

<^(/-5)-rf/2exp|-C^^|

for some positive constants K and C.

Since udd and det S~x are bounded, we see that

Q<p\'\s,x;t,y)
/•OO

<^-5)-^+1>/2 /    udd(xd+yd + l)(t-s)-x'2
Jo

f   \U~l(x-y- u~x(xd -yd)ud + IS)\2 + \udx(xd +yd + l)\2 \ ^
xexp| 2(73^) y

for some positive constant K. The fact

(3.2) sup/?fcexp(-e/>2) < +oo   for k > 0   and   e>0,
p>0
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implies that for 0 < e < 1

pT2'"(s,x;t,y)<K(t-s)^d+x^2

x rexpl-(l-e)lU~liX-y-Udd^-y^d + lS)]2
Jo i 2(t - s)

,KXd(xd+yd + i)\2\,,
2(t-s)      ]ai

with a positive constant K. Hence, from Lemma 3.2, we have

0<pT2'n(s,x;t,y)<K(t-s)~d/2exp l-C^ ~^  |.

Therefore, the assertion (i) is proved.

(ii) As in the proof of Theorem 7 in [ 10, p. 17], we can prove the assertion
by using (i) and the following fact: Let 0 < C < C and |x - x'| < y/t - s.

Then, for every x" belonging to the line segment joining x and x',

where a A b = min{a, b} .

(iii) For simplicity, we only prove the assertion in the case m = n = 0 for
p\'n(s,x; t,y). Let

A = \U~x(x,c:)(x-y-udx(x,c:)(xd-yd + l)ud(x,c:) + lp''(x,Z))\2

+ \ud^(x,c;)(xd+yd + l)\2,

B = \U-x(x,n)(x-y-udx(x, n)(xd -yd + l)ud(x, n) + l~p"(x, n))\2

+ \udd(x,n)(xd+yd + l)\2.

Then

pT2'i(s,x; t,y)-pr2'r>(s,x; t, y)

= K(t-s)^d+2^2{ud2(x,^)detS-x(x,0-ud2(x, n)detS~x(x, r,)}

xr{xd+yd+i)exp{-2ih)}di (=/i)

+ Kud2(x, n)detS-x(x, q)(t -s)^d+2^2

xr^+^+/)[exp{_2(^}"exp{"2(^)}]di i=h)

with a positive constant K. Using the boundedness and (a/s, a)-H61der con-
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tinuity of w^2 detS-1 , Lemma 3.2 and (3.2), we see that

/•oo

\Ix\<K\c;-n\a(t-s)-(d+xV2 /    ud2(x,£)(xd+yd + l)(t-s)-x/2
Jo

x exp < - —- > dl

<K\Z-nnt-sr(d+xV2J\xp{-(l-e)^^)}dl       (0 < e < 1)

<^-C(/-5)-rf/2exp{-C^^J

for some positive constants K and C . The boundedness and (a/2, a)-Holder

continuity of U~x ,ud and S imply the inequality

\A-B\< K\{ - n\a{\x - y\2 + (xd +yd +1)2}

with a positive constant K . Therefore, using the inequality

|exp(-fl) - exp(-6)| < -{exp(-fl/2) + exp(-b/2))\a - b\       (a,b>0),

we have

^^^-^^^(x^y^^expl-^J+expl-^};
x |« - «\a{\x - y\2 + (xd + yd + l)2}(t - s)~x dl

with some positive constant K; hence, by Lemma 3.2 and (3.2),

\h\ < K\$ - n\a(t - s)-d'2exp |-C^^-J

with some positive constants K and C. Thus the assertion (iii) is proved.

The assertions (iv), (v) and (vi) follow, exactly in the same way as in [18,

p. 357], from the equalities JDpr'i(s, x; x, rj)dn = 1,

f   3pT'Z f   3px^
/    -a—(s,x; x, n)a(dn) = 0   and     /    —-(s, x; x, n)a(dn) = 0,

JdD  oXj jgD dxd

respectively.   □

2°. Now, using the idea of the parametrix method, we shall construct a

fundamental solution to the terminal value problem for the equation J? = 0.

In what follows, we set

p(s,x;t,y) '.= p''y(s,x; t,y),

q(s,x;t,y) := s/(s, x; 3S, 3x)p(s, x; t,y).

Consider the integral equation for an unknown function 4>(s, x; t, y) (0 <

5<r,xeD,>'e75):

<t>(s, x; t, y) = q(s, x; t, y) + /   dx     q(s,x;x, n)<j)(x,n;t,y)dn.
Js       Jd
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Then, owing to Proposition 3.1, we can solve the equation by iteration and

obtain necessary estimates for <p(s, x; t, y) in the same way as in Chapter 4

of [18]. Therefore, if we set

p(s,x; t,y) :=p(s,x; t,y)+      dx     p(s,x;x, n)4>(x, n; t,y)dn

(0 <s < t and x, y £ D), then p(s, x; t, y) satisfies the conditions (i), (ii):

(i) for each t>0 and y 6 75, p(-, •; t, y) £ Cx'2([0, t)xD) and

sf(s,x;3s, 3x)p(s, x; t, y) = 0   for (s, x) £ [0, t) x D;

(ii) for T > 0, there exist positive constants K and C such that

\3sm3^p(s, x; t,y)\< K(t - s)^d+2m+n^2expi-C^^-\

for 2m + n < 2, 0 < s < t < T and x, y £ D.
Next define

q(s, x; t, y):- 38(s, x; 3x)p(s, x;t,y)       (0 < s < t, x £ 3D, y £D).

Then it satisfies the following estimates:
(i) Given T > 0, there exist positive constants K and C such that

\q(s, x;t,y)\<K(t-s)^d+x-^2exp j-C^^j

for 0<s <t<T,x £ 3D and y £ 75.
(ii) Given T > 0 and a' £ [0, a), there exist positive constants AT and C

such that

\q(s,x;t,y)-q(s,x'; t,y)\

< K\x - x'\a'(t - s)-(d+i-aW)/2 Lxp LcJ^Zl2 |+exp j-C^"-^!

for 0<s <t<T, x,x' £ 3D and ye 75.
Consider the integral equation for an unknown function \p(s, x; t, y) (0 <

5 < t, x £ 3D, y £ 75):

y/(s,x;t,y) = q(s,x;t,y)+      dx       q(s, x; x, n)y/(x, n; t, y)o(dn).
Js JdD

We can also solve the equation by iteration and see that y/(s, x; t,y) has the
same type estimates as q(s, x; t, y). If we set

p(s,x;t,y):=p(s,x;t,y)+      dx      p(s, x; x, n)ip(x, n; t, y)cr(dn)
Js JdD

(0 < s < t and x,y £ D), then p(s, x; t, y) becomes a fundamental solution
to the terminal value problem for J? = 0. That is

Theorem 3.3. The function p(s, x; t,y) satisfies the following:

(i)  p(s, x; t, y) is continuous.

(ii) For each t > 0 and y £ D,

p(-,-;t, y) £ C>'2([0, t) x7))nc°'1([0, 0 x75)
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and

£f(s, x; 3s,3x)p(s,x; t,y) = 0  for (s, x) e [0, t) x 75.

(iii) Suppose that n = 0, 1. For each T > 0, there exist positive constants
K and C such that

\3"xp(s,x;t,y)\<K(t-s)^d+^2exps\-C^^p^

for 0 <s < t < T and x, y £ D.
(iv) Suppose that 2m + n = 2.  Then, for given p > 1  and T > 0, there

exist positive constants K and C such that

\3sm3^p(s, x;t,y)\< K{(t -s)-(d+2)l2 + xdp(t -s)-(d+2-«-p)}

forO<s<t<T,x£D and y £ 75.
(v) For every bounded continuous function f defined on D,

lim / p(s, x; t, y)f(y) dy = f(x)
sV Jp

boundedly in x £ D.

Proof. A large part of the proof is carried out by the standard argument as in
Chapter 4 of [18]; so it is omitted. We only note the following two points.

(1) In order to prove that p(s, x; t, y) satisfies the boundary condition, we
use the jump relation for p(s, x; t, y): for xo G 3D

3x~ J   d% J   P(s'x'^^)ll/(i:''n;t,y)a(dn)\x=X!j

= dx       -^-(s,Xo;x,n)y/(x,n;t,y)a(dn)
J{s+t)/2 JdD °Xd

f(s+t)/2 r      dg
+ / dx I    -—(s,x0;x,n){y/(x,ri;t,y)-y/(x,xo;t,y)}a(dtj)

Js JdD °xd

/■(J+0/2 f      dp
+ ip(x,x0;t,y)dx       -—(s,x0;x,n)o(dn)

Js JdD <JXd

-2addx(s,x0)y/(s,x0; t,y).

This is reduced to verify the following fact

ip(x,x0; t,y)h(x-s, ud^(s,x0)r)dx

~ / y/\s+^-,xo;t,y) -=p-xl2exp{-p/2}dp
Jwi(v-s)-\     \        P J y/2n

-> y/(s, x0; t,y)   asr|0,

where w = udd (s, xo)r.
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(2) For the proof of (iv), we use the following inequalities

r(s+t)/2 [

dsmd? dx      p(s,x;x,n)y(x,n;t,y)o(dn)
Js JdD

r(s+t)/2
<K (x- s)^d+2^2(t - x)-(d+x-")l2 dx

< K(t - 5)-(<*+'-")/2 exp {-C^^ | exp |-C^4

r(s+t)/2 ( x2    \
x (x-s)-3'2expl-C^^\ dx

< Kxd"(t - 5)-<rf+l-«)/2exp J-d^£} exp |-C^|

r(s+t)/2 ( x2    \
X (T_5)(/>-3)/2expJ_C/_^_l dx (0<C'<C)

< Kx-/(t - s)-(d+2-°-p)/2 exp {-C^"^2} .

Remark. We may assert that, by more careful calculation, p in (iv) of Theorem

3.3 can be chosen in the interval (0, 1); it is also verified by using a result of [2]
or [12] and the uniqueness of fundamental solutions (see Remark stated below

Theorem 2.8). If the coefficients Pi of the boundary operator 38 are more

smooth, then p can be regarded as zero (cf. [8], [11]).

4.  A STABILITY THEOREM FOR THE FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION

We discuss the stability of the fundamental solution p(s, x; t, y) construct-
ed in §3. Therefore we use the same notation as in §3. Let us extend the domains

of the coefficients of the operator 2C as follows. For x = (x, xd) £ Rd with

xd < 0, let x = (x, 0) and define

q_ij(s, x) := aij(s, x),    bt(s, x) := bt(s, x),    c(s, x) := c(s, x);

Pi(s, x) := Pi(s, x),    y(s, x) := y(s, x);

1    d

g_ = tf_(s,x;3s,3x) := 3/3s + ~ Y, ^>j(s> x)32/3xjdXj
i,j=l

d

+ J2 b-i(s > x)3/3Xi + c(s, x);
i=i

d-\

^_ = ms,x;3x) = 3/3v(s, x) + £pi(s, x)3/3xl + y_(s, x),
;=i
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where 3/3v_(s, x) = \ Y?j=x 0^j(s> x)d/3xj . For n = 1, 2,... , let

Dn:= lx = (xx,x2, ... ,xd):xd> --\

and

^, = .2^(5, x; 3S, 3X) := l/)„(x)^(5, x; ds, 3*) + ldDn(x)Ms, x; 3X).

Then the parametrix p„'r'(s, x; t, y) to the terminal value problems for S'n =

0 on the domain Dn is given by

pl-"(s,x; t,y)=pl'1(s,x; t, y) +pTn'n2(s, x; t, y).

Here

pl]1(s, x; t, y) := G(t -s,Urx(x -y -)Qd(xd -yd)u^))

x \g(t-s,udx(xd-yd))

- g (t - s, ]Qxd (xd +yd + -J J J detS-1,

pTn'l(s,x;t,y)--2udx /    G(t-s, lTx(x-y-udxd(xd-yd+ 1)^ + 1^'))
Jo

xh(t-s,]Lj~d (xd + yd + - + lj)detS_-xdl,

where^ x = (xx,x2, ... , xd) = (x, xd), y = (yx,y2, ... , yd) = (y, yd), and

U_ — U_(x, n), Uj = ^(x, n), etc., are defined from (o_,7(t , n)) and (pj(x, n))

as U(x, n), iid(x, n), etc., respectively. In the same way as in 2° of §3, we can

construct a fundamental solution p„(s, x; t, y) to the terminal value problem

for SCn = 0 on the domain Dn and it satisfies the same properties as in Theo-

rem 3.3 with replacing D, D and xd by Dn , D„ and xd + n~x, respectively.

Moreover we should notice that the constants K and C in Proposition 3.1

and Theorem 3.3 can be chosen so as to be independent of n . Following the

construction of the fundamental solutions, we further see that

Theorem 4.1. For I — 0, 1, we have

(i) 3xpn(s,x; t,y)^3jj)(s,x; t,y) as n -> oo

for 0 < s < t and x, y £ D;
(ii) for any T > 0, there exist positive constants K and C such that

\3xPn(s,x; t,y)\< K(t - s)-^l2exp |-C^=^}

for 0 <s < t <T, x, y e75 and n = 1,2, ... .

5. Proof of the main results

1°. Proof of Theorem 2.5. The existence of solutions to both the problems is
known (see [28], [15]); so we have to prove the uniqueness of solutions and the

existence of a transition density. Then we can use the localization argument

(see [28, p. 193]; [27, Theorem 3.1, Lemma 3.6, Theorem 3.4]) and hence, in
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the rest of the proof, we assume that D is the upper half space. Moreover, we

may assume that the coefficients bt of the first order term of s/q are equal to

zero (see [28, Theorem 5.5]).

First we treat the martingale problem. Given any / e Cb(Rd) and t > 0,

define

(5.1) v,(s,x):=   _p(s,x;t,y)f(y)dy,
Jd

(5.2) v{tn)(s,x):= f_pn(s,x;t,y)f(y)dy,
Jd„

where p(s,x;t,y) and p„(s,x;t,y) are the fundamental solutions con-

structed as in §3 on the domains D and D„ for .26 and -2J,>0, respectively.

Then, for any t' £ (0, t), v\n) £ Clb'2([0, t']xD) (n = 1, 2, ...) and, by using

Theorem 4.1, we see that

K^x^/q/ioo;

i0*t^,*)i<*('-*rl/2mioo;

Vt"\s, x) -» vt(s, x)   as n —> oo   for (s, x) £ [0, t) x D;

38(s, x; 3x)v\"\s, x) —> 38(s, x; 3x)v,(s, x)   as n —> oo

for (s,x) e[0, t)x3D;

(5.3) \38(s,x;3x)v\n)(s, x)\ < K(t - O_1/2||/lloo

for (s, x) £ [0, t'] x 3D. Let P be any solution of the martingale problem for

2o starting at (s, x) £ [0, oo) x D. Then, for s < t' < t,

E[vln)(t'>X(t'))]-vln)(s,x)=E  j   mv{tn)(u,X(u))dl(u)   ,

because M)v\n\u, y) = 0 for (u, y) £ [s, t'] x D. Since E[1(f)] < oo, noting
(5.3), we have

E    /   38oV{")(u,X(u))dl(u)   -»0   asn^oo;

hence

(5.4) E[vt(t',X(t'))] = v,(s,x).

We take the limit of the left-hand side of (5.4) with respect to t' ] t. Then we

see that

E[f(X(t))] = vt(s,x);

this yields the uniqueness of solutions to the martingale problem and the exis-
tence of a transition density.

Next we show the uniqueness of solutions to the coupled martingale problem.

For any y < 0, we set

38y:=&o + l,

and denote by py(s, x; t, y) (resp. pyn(s, x; t, y)) the fundamental solution

constructed as in §3 on 75 (resp. 75„) for  lDJ#b + IdD&y  (resp.   l£>„^.0 +
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ldD„3Ly)- Define vj(s,x) and vj'in)(s, x) as in (5.1) and (5.2) replacing

p(s, x; t, y)_ and p„(s, x; t, y) by py(s, x; t, y) and p£(s, x; <, y), respec-

tively. Let P be any solution to the coupled martingale problem for .26 starting
at (s, x). Then, for 5 < t' < t,

E[vJ'{n)(t', X(t'))exp{yL(t')}]-vJAn)(s, x)

= £    /   ^,v/'(")(M,Z(M))exp{7L(M)}(7L(M)   ,

because stfovyt'(n\u, y) = 0 for (u, y) £ [s, t']x D. In the same way as the

case of the martingale problem, we see that

E[f(X(t)) exp{7L(0}] = vj(s, x) = f_p>{s ,x;t, y)f(y) dy;
Jd

hence each one-dimensional marginal distribution of P is uniquely determined
and this implies the uniqueness.   □

2°. Before proving Theorem 2.8, we shall make a perparatory consideration.

We take the defining function <f> of D constructed in the proof of Proposition

2.7. Noting that <P(x) = d(x, 3D) for x e 75 with d(x, 3D) < r/4, we see
that for x £ D with d(x, 3D) < r/4 there exists a unique x € 3D such that

d(x, 3D) = |x - x| (see [25, Theorem 1.8]). Therefore we extend the domain

of P(s, x) in the following way. For s >0 and x £ D with d(x, 3D) < r/4,
we set

P(s,x) = fi{s,x).

Then 0(s, x) is bounded continuous in [0, oo) x {x e D: d(x, 3D) < r/4}.

Moreover we see that V<P(x) is parallel to V<J>(x)^ and |VO(x)| = |V<J>(x)|

(cf. [14, Appendix B] or [25, Theorem 1.8]); hence J(s, x) • VO(x) = 0(s,x) •
V<J>(x). For k > 0, we let

Dk = {x £ Rd: <&(x) > k}.

Then D^ c D. Let So > 0 and xo £ D. Choose a positive number ko such

that ko < r/4 and Xo £ Dk for every k £ (0, ko). We may assume 3Dk is

contained in the set {x £ D: d(x, 3D) < r/4) for every k £ (0, ko). Thus if

we define the operator 38o = 38q(s, x; 3X) on [0, oo) x 3Dk by

&o(s,x;dx) = J(s,x)-V,

then the coefficients of the operators J#6 and 38o are continuous and uniformly

bounded in k £ (0, ko), and further for any k £ (0, ko)

]j(s, x) • VO(x) > S   for (s, x) £ [0, oo) x 3Dk ,

where S is the constant in (A.l)(iv). For each k £ (0, ko) we take a solution

Pk to the coupled martingale problem on Dk for lok>&b + ldDk&o starting

at (so, Xo). Then the family {Pk} of solutions is tight, which is proved as in

Theorem 1.14 in [15]. Therefore there exists a sequence {k„} such that k„ | 0

and Pkn converges weakly to a probability measure P as «-»oo. Then we

have
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Lemma 5.1. Any limit point P of the family {Pk} is a solution to the coupled

martinagleproblem on D for .26 starting at (so, x0).

Proof. For / £ Cxb'2([0, oo) x Rd), we set

Mf(t) := fit, X(t)) - f(s0, x0) - / s?of(u, X(u)) du
Js0

- f 38of(u,X(u))dL(u).
Js0

For notational simplicity, we suppose Pk —> P weakly as k j 0. Then it is

obvious that P[X(so) = x0,L(s0) = 0] = 1 and P[W x V] - 1, because

{X(s0) = Xo, L(s0) = 0} and W x V are closed sets in U. Now we take a

continuous nonnegative function g defined on Rd such that the support is

compact and contained in D. Then for sufficiently small k the support of g
is contained in Dk . Since

Pk  L(t)= f ldDk(X(u))dL(u)fort>So   =1,
Jso

for sufficiently small k

Ek [ / g(X(u)) dL(u)   =0   for / > s0.

Note that for every t > s0 the function (X, L) £ W x V -► f' g(X(u))dL(u)

is continuous. Next we take a sequence {hm} of bounded continuous functions
defined on [0, oo) such that hm(l) = 1 for 0 < / < m, hm(l) = 0 for / >
m + 1 and 0 < hm(l) < 1. Then, for each positive integer m, the function

(X, L) £ W x V -► hm(L(t)) $la g(X(u)) dL(u) is bounded and continuous. We

extend the domain of this function in such a way that it is bounded continuous

on U; this is possible because W x V is closed in U. Therefore the equalities

Pk[W xV] = P[W xV]=l imply

E\hm(L(t)) f g(X(u))dL(u)] =limEk \hm(L(t)) j g(X(u))dL(u)] =0.
L Js0 1       k±°        I Js0 J

Letting m —> oo, we have

E   j  g(X(u))dL(u)   =0   for t > s0.
.Jso

Therefore

P   f g(X(u)) dL(u) = 0 for t > s0   = 1;
.7s0

hence

P L(t)= f ldD(X(u))dL(u)fort>so   =1.
7^o

Now_we prove E[L(t)] < +00 for t >s0. For the defining function O, M^(t)

is a Pk -martingale with respect to the filtration {^/°} for each k and

(M*)(t)= f aV<t>-V<b(u,X(u))du
Js0
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(cf. [15, Theorem 1.1]). Noting that

3J0Q>(u, x) = ~]5(u, x) • VO(x) > S   for (u, x) £ [s0, oo) x 3Dk,

we see that

SL(t) <   f ~^o^>(u,X(u))dL(u)
Js0

= Q(X(t)) - <D(s0) - / £fQ®(u, X(u)) du - M*(t),    7Va.s.;
Js0

hence

S2Ek[L(t)2] < 4hk[^(X(t))2] + Ek[^(X(so))2]

+ Ek   (j's/oO(u,X(u))du\     +Ek[(M*)(t)]\.

The boundedness of the coefficients of s&o and the fact <J> 6 Cb(Rd) imply

supEk[L(t)2] < +00.
k

Since hm(L(t))L(t)2 is bounded continuous in L of V,

E[hm(L(t))L(t)2] = lim^[/im(L(f))L(r)2] < sup7^[L(02].
*10 k

Letting m -+ oo, we have E[L(t)2] < +oo ; hence, E[L(t)] < +oo. Finally we

shall show that Mf(t) is a P-martingale. We note that, for each t >so, Mf(t)

is continuous in (X, L) of W x V and, for so < t < t',

hm(L(t')){M f(t')-M f(t)}       (m=l,2,...)

are bounded continuous in (X, L) of W x V. For so < to < ■ ■ ■ < tn < t < t'

and bounded continuous functions go(x, I), ... , g„(x, I), define

G(X, L) := go(X(to), L(t0))---gn(X(tn), L(tn));

then

Ek[{Mf(t')-Mf(t)}G(X,L)] = 0.

Therefore

\Ek[hm(L(t')){Mf(t')-Mf(t)}G(X,L)]\

= lEfcKM^CO) - l}{Mf(t')-Mf(t)}G(X, L)]\

< ^||fJ||oo{||/IU + \\3xf \\oo + \\32f \\oo}Ek[{l - hm(L(t'))}]

+ KWGWooWdxfWooEk[{l - hm(L(t'))}L(t')]

< KxPk[L(t') >m] + K2Ek[L(t'); L(t') > m],
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where we set

Kx = tf||G||oo{||/||oo + ll^/lloo + ll^/lloo}   and   K2 = KWGUWdxfU.

This yields that

\Ek[hm(L(t')){Mf(t') -Mf(t)}G(X, L)]\

<KX-^ s*pEk[L(t')2] + K2±supEk[L(t')2].

Since the left-hand side of the inequality above converges to

\E[hm(L(t')){Mf(t') - Mf(t)}G(X, L)]\   as k j 0,

tending m to infinity, we have

E[{Mf(t')-Mf(t)}G(X,L)] = 0;

that is, {Mf(t)} is a P-martingale. This completes the proof.   □

Proof of Theorem 2.8. For fixed s > 0 and x £ D, we choose a positive

number ko such that x £ D^ , and for each k £ (0, ko) we take a solution

Pfc to the coupled martingale problem on Dk for lokM) + ldDk38o starting at
(s, x). Then, by Theorem 2.5 and the result described above, it follows that

Pk converges to the unique solution Ps<x to the coupled martingale problem

on D for .26 starting at (s, x) as k | 0. Now we take a fundamental solution

p(s, x; t, y) to the terminal value problem for 5C - 0 and set, for t > 0,

v,(s, x) :=  _p(s ,x;t, y)f(y) dy.
Jd

Then, fors<t'<t,

Ek   v,(t', X(t'))expl f  c(u,X(u))du

(5.5) + J' y(u, X(u)) dL(u) \   - v,(s, x)

= Ek   J W0vt(u, X(u))expU"y(x, X(x))dL(x)\ dL(u)   .

When k tends to zero, the expectation of the left-hand side converges to the

expectation of the same integrand with respect to Ps,x . The right-hand side of

(5.5) is estimated as follows:
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Ek   J ^oVt(u,X(u))exp{( y(x,X(x))dL(x)\dL(u)

<Ek    j   \38oVt(u, X(u))\dL(u)
Js

<Ek   hm(L(t')) f   \38Qvt(u,X(u))\dL(u)
Js

(5.6) +Ek   {I - hm(L(t'))} J   \W0vt(u,X(u))\dL(u)

f —
<Ek   hm(L(t'))       \380vt(u,X(u))\dL(u)

Js

+ KWdxvtWooEk[L(t'); L(t') > m]

<Ek   hm(L(t')) f   \380vt(u,X(u))\dL(u)
Js

+ KWd^Woo^-snp Ek[L(t')2].
m   k

The first term of the last right-hand side of (5.6) converges to

EStX   hm(L(t')) [   \38ov,(u,X(u))\dL(u)
Js

as A: I 0 and the limit is equal to zero because 38ovt(u, y) = 0 for (u, y) £
[s, t) xdD, and the second term of the last right-hand side of (5.6) converges
to zero as m —> oo . That is,

ESyX   vt(t', X(t'))exp< j   c(u,X(u))du+ j    y(u, X(u))dL(u)\

= v,(s,x);

hence, then t' ] t, we have

Es,x v,(t, *(/)) exp lfc(u, X(u)) du + J y(u, X(u)) dL(u) J   = v,(s, x).

This proves the assertion when x £ D. If x £ 3D, we take a sequence {x„}

such that xn £ D and x„ —> x as n —> oo. Then Ps,x„ converges to Ps,x

weakly as n —> oo. Therefore we also have the same conclusion for x £ 3D.   D

Remark. From the proof of Theorem 2.8, we see that, under the assumption

(A-2), the conclusion of Theorem 2.8 is essentially due to the uniqueness of

solutions to the coupled martingale problem.

6. Additional remarks

1°.   If the Holder exponent a of the coefficients of 3?  is greater than

1/2, then it is possible to construct a fundamental solution to the terminal
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value problem for J? = 0 on the upper half space by applying the parametrix
method once (see [34]).

2°. By using the parametrix given in §3 and by applying the parametrix
method twice as in §3, a fundamental solution to the terminal value problem for

J? = 0 on a smooth compact domain in a Riemannian manifold is constructed
in [17].

3°. Under the same situation as in Theorem 2.5, by a method similar to [37],
we can verify the uniqueness of invariant probability measures for the diffusion
process.

4°. In contrast with the case where the coefficients /?, of the boundary

operator 38 are smoother (see [8], [11]), .2* has no fundamental solutions

with C2-smoothness up to the boundary in general. We shall give such an
example. Let us take D, $/ and 38 as follows:

D = {x = (xi, X2): x2 > 0}    (the upper half plane),

where p(xx) is a bounded, positive, a-H61der continuous, nowhere differen-

tiable function (0 < a < 1). Then the fundamental solution p(s, x; t, y) to

the terminal value problem for S? — 0 does not have the C2-smoothness up to

the boundary. First, we note that, for each t > 0 and y £ D, -^(-, •; t, y) ^ 0

on [0, t)x3D. In fact, if J^(-, •; t, y) = 0 on [0, t) x 3D, by the uniqueness

result (Theorem 2.8, Remark), p(s, x; t, y) is the fundamental solution to the

terminal value problem for lr,stf + Iqd&o = 0, where 38o — -^-; that is,

p(s,x;t,y) = g(t-s,xx-yx){g(t-s, x2-y2) + g(t-s, x2+ y2)}.

Therefore

-^-(s ,x;t,y)^0   for (s, x) e [0, t) x 3D with Xi ^ yi;
3xx

this leads to a contradiction. Hence there exists a point (so, Xo) £ [0, t) x 3D

such that §xL2(s0,x0;t,y)^0 (hence,  §^(s0,x0;t,y)^0); then for x =

(xi, 0) near xo

,    n        dp , . . dp ,
P(x\)^—qx-(so,x; t,y)/ — (s0,x;t,y).

The condition p(so, •; t, y) £ C2(D) implies that p(xx) is differentiable; this
contradicts the assumption on ^(xi).
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